OMG! It’s POWERFUL!

The ALTROZ iCNG powered by a 1.2L Revotorq Engine offers incredible performance. The advanced CNG technology delivers a perfect combination of power and pickup that is bound to make you go OMG! It’s iCNG!

A CNG car that does not compromise on performance, safety, features or even boot space. The ALTROZ iCNG is as unbelievably advanced and innovative that it’ll make you wonder OMG! it’s iCNG!

A CNG car that does not compromise on performance, safety, features or even boot space. The ALTROZ iCNG is as unbelievably advanced and innovative that it’ll make you wonder OMG! it’s iCNG!

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF ALTROZ iCNG PERFORMANCE ARE:
- Superior Power of 73.5 PS in CNG mode
- Torque of 105 Nm in CNG mode
- Easy City Maneuverability
- Effortless Drive in all Terrains
OMG! INTELLIGENT!

Innovative Twin Cylinder Technology

What makes the ALFA ID 3.0 truly stand apart is the intelligent placement of the twin CNG cylinders below the passenger seat that leaves a big boot space unlike any other CNG car!

Single Advanced ECU

For seamless switching between CNG and petrol mode while maintaining higher fuel efficiency.

Auto-Switch between Fuels

Switch to petrol mode automatically, in case of low CNG or very low.

Movable Fuel Filter

It minimizes cartridge changes instead of entire filter replacement, which makes your ALFAID environment-friendly.

Faster Refueling

A special nozzle makes sure that refueling is done quickly and safely.

OMG! SAFE!

The safety features like micro switch, advanced airbag, thermal incident protection and leak detection along with the smart ALFA Architecture platform that it’s built on make it ultra-safe. Thus, making you go OMG! It’s CNG!

Key Safety Features of ICNG Are:

1. Direct Start in CNG
   - Start your vehicle instantly in the CNG mode.

2. Leak Detection
   - The ICNG technology immediately detects a gas leak and switches from CNG to petrol mode.

3. Advanced Materials in ICNG Kit to Prevent Leakage
   - The ICNG kit has been tested across temperatures and pressures to prevent any gas leaks.

4. Fire Protection Device
   - Smartly positioned the extinguisher placed under the co-driver’s seat makes sure your safety is accessible and easy to reach.

5. Thermal Incident Protection
   - The ICNG technology immediately cuts off CNG supply to the engine in case of a thermal incident and releases gas from the cylinder directly into the atmosphere through a special nozzle as a measure of safety.

In addition, the ALFA ID 3.0 offers:

- 2 Airbags
- ABS with EBD
- Brake Switchover Control
- Corner Stability Control

Intelligent technology that makes driving so seamless that it’s make you say OMG! It’s CNG!
LEATHERETTE SEATS
Upgrade your driving experience with premium leatherette seats. Drive in style and luxurious comfort.

AIR PURIFIER
The air you breathe is kept pure and free from pollutants. Thus, keeping you and your loved ones refreshed on every drive.

VOICE-ASSISTED SUNROOF
Experience a world of openness, light, and style when you step into the world of the new ALTROZ iON with voice-assisted personal assistant. With just a simple voice command, take control of the car and enjoy the fresh air and sunshine without taking your eyes off the road.

WIRELESS CHARGER
Charge your batteries on the go with a slot that’s made to suit your lifestyle.

AUTO HEADLAMPS
Enhance your vision on the road with smart auto-headlamps that light up automatically in the dark.

17.78 CM TOUCHSCREEN INFOTAINMENT BY HARMAN™
Enjoy the pleasure of seamless entertainment on the go.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- 360° Connected Car Technology
- 7 inch Dual Zone Aircon Touch Screen
- Rear AC Vents
- Rear Seat Air Vent
- Height-Adjustable Driver Seat

LEATHERETTE SEATS
Leatherette seats provide a luxurious and comfortable driving experience.

AIR PURIFIER
An air purifier keeps the air inside the car pure and free from pollutants, ensuring a comfortable drive.

VOICE-ASSISTED SUNROOF
A sunroof that interacts with voice commands, offering an open and refreshing driving experience.

WIRELESS CHARGER
A wireless charging slot keeps your devices powered on the go.

AUTO HEADLAMPS
Automatic headlamps adjust to ensure clear vision on the road.

17.78 CM TOUCHSCREEN INFOTAINMENT BY HARMAN™
A touchscreen infotainment system provides seamless entertainment.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- 360° Connected Car Technology
- Dual Zone Aircon Touch Screen
- Rear AC Vents
- Rear Seat Air Vent
- Height-Adjustable Driver Seat